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By Bian ca Ch am bliss

The first day of school this year was very different compared to years past. This year every
student, staff, and teacher have to wear a mask. Everyone has to wear a mask, but everyone
handles it differently. Some people say that they can not stand them, but others say that they do
not mind them.
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The first day of school was definitely a challenge. There were some big changes to the school and
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protocols. One big change was having only one-way hallways. This is a big change because not
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created eight minute transitions between the periods. Another change was in the cafeteria. There

only do students have to walk all the way around the school to go from class to class, but it also
are only three seats to a table which usually sits eight. Since the seating is limited in the cafeteria,
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students who pack their lunches have to sit in the gym, and those who have to sit in the gym, are
sitting on the blue x?s in the bleachers. This is definitely a challenge because students want to sit
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with their friends, however, due to social distancing, they are not permitted to be physically close
to each other. Fairless High School is definitely different in these uncertain times.
Everyone has an opinion on masks but, what do the students really think? At Fairless High School,
there was a poll taken. Out of each grade, fifteen students took the survey on masks, totaling
sixty students. The figures below show the results. The first question asked was ?Does your mask
bother you?? Most students either said yes or sometimes. There were only a handful that said no.

.
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The second question that was asked was, ?What kind of mask do you like best?? Almost half of the
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students said they prefer a cotton mask over any other. The rest either answered with a gaiter or
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a medical mask and only a handful said they liked a different type of mask. The last question
asked was ?Do you think we should have to wear masks?? Most everyone simply said no or only
when you show symptoms of having Covid-19. About a sixth of students said that masks should
be mandatory. Overall, the consensus is that masks are bothersome and students who don?t
show symptoms should not have to wear them. The CDC guidelines and state mandate from
Govenor Dewine require everyone to be six feet apart and to wear a mask until further notice.
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Lif e w it h ou t Fan s By Hayden M iller an d Ken zie Kn oll

Editor-In-Chief ? . Mia Studer

On Friday, August 28th, the Fairless High School football team played CVCA
for their first game of the season, but something was different. The band

Sports Editor? . Brylynn Fisk

and the cheerleaders were there, but no fans nor dirty birds were seen
Managing Editor .. Kenzie Knoll

throughout the stadium. The only people to be seen were the three people

Assistant sports manager .. Hayden Miller
Entertainment Editor? . Melody Harrison

each athlete chose to come watch them play.
Even before the game, the football players would know that this game
would not be like the previous years. In previous years, the dirty birds
would make a tunnel out on the field for the player, but due to COVID that

Jou r n alist

Su b-hwas
e not able to happen.

Hannah Bernier

From a players point of view ,Dominic Ehmer said ? The game is still the
Kenzie Wilson

same but the adrenaline is different, and the excitement wasn?t there.?

Bianca Chambliss

It was not only challenging for a player but also for coaches. Coach

Ben Gilkerson

Sarbaugh said ? The first football game was a challenge in playing a great

Skylar Blumenauer

CVCA team. Let alone the COVID restrictions and three weather delays. Our
boys played a great football game and came away with a huge win to start

Advisor ? . Mrs. Courtney

the season 1-0.? Even with struggles our football team faced, they came out
with a positive attitude and played a great game of football.
For cheerleaders, it was a big difference not having as many fans and not
having the Dirty Birds or the band in the stands. When the band would play
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songs ,it was hard for the cheerleaders to hear the music and dance along.

the students of Fairless High School. Our
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From a coaches standpoint, Coach Megan Schneiter stated, "This season
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ideas
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doing a fantastic job leading our fans and making it as ?normal? as possible.
No matter what, we are just lucky to be out there and doing what we do
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How COVID Changed Volleyball

By Han n ah Ber n ier

Volleyball is made up of many different qualities, such as players celebrating, playing the game,
crowds cheering, and teamwork. However, volleyball became a little bit different from what

Su b-h e

players are used to playing. Since COVID has evolved, volleyball players can have no contact
with the other team or, even their own teammates. Usually, to start the game, players will run
in and a handshake with their partners. This has been banned from volleyball until further
notice. Another change is, before the game starts, one would usually high five the other players
on the team and wish them good luck. Now, players are not allowed to do any of the normal
contact they are used to having. Referees are now to use electronic devices for whistles and
frequently sanitize the ball if it goes out of play. Families are only allowed three tickets per
player per home game to give away. Fairless can only have a certain number of people in the
gymnasium to keep everyone spread out and wearing masks to take full precautions. All
coaches and players must wear masks when they are off the court, in games, and at practices.
In addition, players must take their temperatures before every game and practice. All these
safety measures are to help stop the spread of COVID and to keep Fairless High School a safe
environment.
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Homecomi ng

By M el ody Har r i son

This year ?s Fall Homecoming Luau Lockdown dance was scheduled to happen on September
19th, 2020. However, due to Covid-19 regulations, Student Council was unable to hold this
fun-filled event. Student Council came up with an alternative movie night on the football field,
but unfortunately, the Health Department did not permit that either. Although there will not
be a traditional dance, we hope to celebrate homecoming in some other way in the future.
This year ?s Freshman Attendant is Kreslie Eberly and her Escort will be Carson Colucci. The
Sophomore Attendant isSu
Brittney
b-h eWoods and her Escort is Noah Best. The Junior Attendant
this year is Abigail Vogelsong, Escorted by Hayden Miller. Finally, the Senior attendants are
Brandi Carter, Katie Maybaugh, and Gianna Schafer. The Senior Escorts include Ethan
Brindley, Reise Lanier, and Luke Gill. Congratulations to our Homecoming Queen and King,
Katie Maybaugh and Luke Gill! Our Homecoming spirit week days this year were: tourist day,
Disney character day, color wars, bikers vs. surfers, and spirit day. Thanks to everyone for
participating in our spirit week! We know that our homecoming circumstances this year are
not ideal, but we?re all trying to make the best of it and hope that you are too!
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